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Let S be a convex subset of a Banach space L, and G a subset of L*. We prove 
that if G does a good job of separating points in S from convex subsets of S, then 
any point outside of S can be separated from S by a linear combination of at most 
three members of G. (“ 1991 Academic Pres. Inc 
1. INTRODUCTION 
For each positive integer n, write G,, for the collection of functionals 
which can be expressed as linear combinations of n or fewer members of G; 
the full linear span of G is denoted by G, We say that G separates two 
subsets A, B of L if there is a g E G for which g(A) and g(B) have disjoint 
closures. For G L H c L* and S a convex subset of L, we write G - H in 
S if G and H are equally effective at separating points in S from convex 
subsets of S and G - H outside S if G and H are equally effective at separat- 
ing points outside of S from S. 
THEOREM 1.1. If the linear span of either S or G is finite-dimensional, 
then G - G, in S implies G, - G, outside S. 
This is our main result. It has the following curious geometric conse- 
quence: 
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COROLLARY 1.2. Let 9 be u jamily of planes in R3, each triple qf bvhich 
intersect in the first octant. If the normal vectors of 3 form a dense subset 
of (R3)*, then 9 is concurrent. 
Theorem 1.1 is sharp in the sense that G, cannot be replaced by Gz. 
Correspondingly, the two-dimensional analogue of Corollary 1.2 fails; 
neither can the “first octant” or “density” hypotheses of Corollary 1.2 be 
omitted. On the other hand, it is conceivable that finite-dimensionalty need 
not be imposed in Theorem 1 .l. 
The motivation for this paper comes from D. Larson’s work [S], where 
S is an algebra of Hilbert space operators, the functionals in G are induced 
by rank one operators, and external separation by G corresponds to 
invariant subspaces of S. Our new idea was to think of Larson’s “Property 
P,” as a form of “internal separation.” This led to the notion “G - H in S” 
and the formulation of Theorem 1.1. A leisurely discussion of the “invariant 
subspace connection” is found in [2]; except for a few passing references, 
this will not be used in the sequel. 
In Section 2 we examine the meaning of the internal separation concept 
“G - H in S” in several familiar situations. When S is a ball in L, it means 
G is dense in H. For linear S, the condition is equivalent to the contain- 
ment H c S’ + G. On the other hand, when G and H are linear, it means 
the weak topologies which G and H induce in S coincide. 
In Section 3, we unify these examples by developing a general algebraic 
characterization of the condition “G - H in S”; for the proof, we rely on 
the existence of supporting lines for planar convex sets. In Section 4, we 
reduce Theorem 1.1 to the case of conical S by modifying a standard 
embedding technique from convexity theory-pleasant properties of the 
embedding depend on taking special care of those UE L for which 
u + S g S, the so-called “directions of recession” of S. 
Theorem 1.1 is established in Section 5. After the preliminaries of Sec- 
tions 3 and 4, the proof reduces to showing that certain “monotone” maps 
on G have linear extensions to G, Corollary 1.2 is proved in Section 6. 
Complementary results based on open mapping arguments are presented in 
Section 7, and the final section of the paper is devoted to counterexamples. 
Thanks are due to the referee for his careful reading of the paper, 
especially for pointing out an error in an earlier version of Example 3.7. 
2. EXAMPLES 
We begin by fixing notation and terminology for the paper. L is a 
Banach space, L* its dual; the field of scalars can be either R or @. For 
UEL and tEL*, we write (a, t) for t(u). S and G will denote subsets of 
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L and L*, respectively; S will usually be convex. We say t E L* separates 
subsets A, B of L if t(A) and t(B) have disjoint closures; when t is real- 
valued, this has the geometric interpretation that A and B lie on opposite 
sides of some hyperplane on which t is constant. To say that G separates 
A and B means that some g E G separates them. Multiplication of a func- 
tional by a non-zero scalar does not affect its separation properties, so we 
will always assume G is closed under scalar multiplication. 
Let G, HG L*. We write G - H in S if G and H are equally effective at 
separating points in S from convex subsets of S, i.e., given a point a E S and 
a convex subset C of S, either G and H both separate a from C or neither 
G nor H does the separation. We write G - H outside S if G and H are 
equally effective at separating points in L\,S from S. 
Examples 2.1-2.4 constitute an informal investigation of the meaning of 
the statement “G - H in S” when S is a convex subset of IX’, while 
G g H c ( R2)* are closed under scalar multiplication. 
EXAMPLE 2.1. All functionals in (R’)* which separate a given point in 
R2 from a given line in R2 are scalar multiples of each other. By consider- 
ing various lines in R2, we thus see that G - H in R2 iff G = H. 
EXAMPLE 2.2. If a line separates a point from a bounded set in R’, then 
slight rotations of this line will still do the separation. It follows that if S 
is bounded, then the density of G in H is mfjkient to guarantee that G - H 
in S. 
The slope of a line separating a point near the midpoint of a segment 
from that segment must be close to the slope of the segment. It follows that 
if S has non-empty interior (so that it contains segments of all orienta- 
tions), then the density of G in H is necessary for G - H in S. 
In particular, G - H in the unit ball of ( R2)* if and only if G is dense 
in H. 
EXAMPLE 2.3. The situation is slightly more subtle when S is the first 
quadrant of R*. If a line I of negative slope separates a point p in S from 
a convex subset C of S, then slight rotations of 1 in either direction will still 
do the separation. On the other hand, if 1 has positive slope and C is a ray 
parallel to but slightly below I, then all clockwise rotations of I intersect C 
while slight counterclockwise rotations of I continue to separate p from C; 
the situation is reversed when C lies slightly above 1. Thus mere density of 
G in H is not sufficient to force G - H in S; some members of H must be 
“two-sided” limit points of G. 
EXAMPLE 2.4. Let S be a line thru the origin. Then any functional 
which is not constant on S separates points and convex subsets of S. If G 
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contains such a functional, then G + S’ = (IQ’)*; otherwise G + S’ = S ’ 
Since the same reasoning applies to H, we conclude that G - H if and only 
if G + S’ = H + S1. 
It is easy to generalize this discussion for linear S. 
PROPOSITION 2.5. Suppose S is linear, and G, H G L*. Then 
(a) t .separates h.fiom S ify t ES’ hut (/I, t) #O. 
(b) G-H in S $f’G+S’ = H+S1. 
(c) G-Houtsid~~S~fjr(Gr~S’),=(HnS~)~. 
Proqf!f: (a) t(S) is a linear manifold of scalars. 
(b) (+) Given hEH, there is a gcG with g-hgS’. This means g 
and h agree on S, and in particular do the same job of separating points 
and convex sets inside S. By symmetry, we see that G - H in S. 
(a) Let hEH. If hES’, take g = 0. Otherwise, set A4 = S n Ker h 
and choose h E S\M with (h, h) # 0. By hypothesis, there is a g E G which 
separates h from M; multiplying g by a non-zero scalar if necessary, we can 
assume (h, g) = (h, h). This means S= span(b, M) E ker(h -g), so 
hEG+S’. Then HGG+S’ and G+S”=H+S’ by symmetry. 
(c) By (a), H separates h from S iff /I$ (Hn S’)_. 1 
In fact, we can establish Theorem 1.1 for linear (even infinite-dimen- 
sional) S. 
PROPOSITION 2.6. If  S is linear and G - G, in S, then G, - G, out- 
.side S. 
Proqf: Suppose G, fails to separate h E L from the linear manifold S. 
For ggG and tES’, set q4(g + t) = (6, g). By Proposition 2.5(b) the 
domain of q4 is the linear manifold G, + S’. Also if g, + t, = (g, + t,) + 
(g, + tj) then g, -g2 -g, E SI n G, cannot separate h from S, so 
(h, g, ) = (h, gz) + (b, g3), whence we see that q5 is well defined and 
linear. By definition 4(g) = (h, g) for g E G while q5( t) = 0 for t E S’. By 
linearity, we conclude that (h, t) = 0 for all t E S’ n G,, so G r does not 
separate h from S. 1 
EXAMPLE 2.7. Set L= iw’, and identify L* with L via the Riesz 
Representation Theorem. Take S = the x-axis and G = the union of the two 
lines J’=+x. Then G+Sl=L* while GnS’={O). Since G,=L*, 
Proposition 2.5 tells us that G, cannot be replaced by G in Proposition 2.6; 
a more delicate construction (Example 8.3) shows that G, cannot even be 
replaced by Gz. 
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We turn now to the situation when G is a linear manifold in L*, but S 
is arbitrary convex. Recall that G induces a weak topology on L. Since G 
is stable under scalar multiplication, as g ranges thru G and r ranges thru 
iw, the half planes {XE Ll Re(.u, g) <#x) generate this topology. By 
De Morgan’s Laws, every G-closed set in L can be expressed as an inter- 
section of finite unions of G-closed convex subsets of L. 
LEMMA 2.8. Suppose G is linear so that it induces u Itleak topolog,, on L 
and let CC S both he convex. Then the following are equivalent. 
(a) C is closed in the relative G-topology on S. 
(b) C = S n K, where K is u G-closed com1e.y set in L. 
(c) G separates each point qf S\C,fhom C. 
Proof: (c) * (b) For each .Y E S\,C, choose R, which separates x from C 
and take K= n g, ’ (g,(C)). 
(b) * (a) This follows from the definition of relative topology. 
(a) * (c) Each point in S\C fails to belong to the G-closure of C and 
hence can be separated from C by G [S, p. 1301. 1 
PROPOSITION 2.9. Suppose G, H are linear, so they induce Mseak 
topologies on L. 
(a) G sepurates h ,from S !fl h does not belong to the G-closure of S 
(b) G - H in S !fJ’ the relative G und H topologies agree on S. 
(c) G - H outside S $T the G und H closures qf S coincide. 
Proof: (a) This is a standard result in topological vector space theory 
[S, p. 1303. 
(b) (*) The equivalence of Lemma 2.8(a) and (c) shows that the 
same convex sets are closed in the two topologies. Since the closed sets in 
any weak topology on L are generated by closed halfspaces, this forces the 
two relative topologies to agree. 
(=) If Cc S is convex and h E S, then G separates h from C iff h 
does not belong to the G-closure of C iff h does not belong to the relative 
G-closure of C. The same is true for H. 
(c) This follows from (a). 1 
As stated, Theorem 1.1 is trivial for linear G since G = G, = G x in this 
case. The more interesting assertion obtained by replacing G, by its 
(norm) closure T will be considered in Section 7. 
We close this section by briefly outlining the background of this paper 
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from invariant subspace theory. See [2] for a more leisurely discussion; 
this material will not be used in the sequel. 
Take L to be the algebra of bounded linear operators on a Hilbert space 
H. For x, YE H, define x@y~L * by setting (a, x 0~) equal to the 
Hilbert space inner product of ax with JJ, and write G for the set of such 
linear functionals. G, induces a weak topology on L known as the weak 
operator topology. 
Now let S be an identity-containing subalgebra of L which is closed in 
the weak operator topology. In [5, Corollary 71 D. Larson proves that if 
G, g G + S’ then S is 3-reflexive. By Proposition 2.9(a) the closure 
hypothesis on S means that G, separates each point in L\S from S. On 
the other hand, 3-reflexivity means that such separations can always be 
effected by G,. Thus the conclusion of Larson’s result amounts to 
“G, - G, outside S.” The starting point for this paper was the reformula- 
tion of Larson’s hypothesis “G, E G + S1” as the internal separation 
property “G-G, in S.” This led to the present statement of Proposi- 
tion 2.6 and initiated consideration of Theorem 1.1. 
3. ALGEBRAIC CHARACTERIZATION 
We begin work on Theorem 1.1 by reducing it to the case of real Banach 
spaces. The main algebraic tool of the paper follows as Proposition 3.3. 
PROPOSITION 3.1. Let A and B he convex subsets of a complex Banach 
space L with A compact. If q5 E L* separates A and B, then there exists 1 E @ 
such that the real part of &4 separates A and B. 
Proof: &A) and 4(B) are convex subsets of @ with disjoint closures. 
Thus there is a real linear functional on C which separates them. But every 
real linear functional on C takes the form z~ Re(%z), so the proof is 
complete. 1 
COROLLARY 3.2. If Theorem 1.1 holds for real Banach spaces, then it 
also holds for complex Banach spaces. 
Proof: Suppose L is complex, G c L*, and G - G, in S. G and CG 
have the same separation properties, so we may as well assume G is closed 
under scalar multiplication. But then Proposition 3.1 tells us that 
Re(G) - Re(G,) = (Re(G)), in S. Applying the real case of the theorem, 
we conclude Re(G, ) - Re(G,) outside S, whence the same is true for G, 
and G,. 1 
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PROPOSITION 3.3. Suppose S is u convex subset of the real Banach space 
L and Gc H are subsets of L* which are closed under scalar multiplication. 
Then the following are equivalent: 
(a) G-Hin S 
(b) Given h E H, a ES, und E > 0, there is u go G satisfiing . 
(z-a, h-g) <c,fbr roll ZES. 
Proof: (b) * (a) Suppose h E H separates a E S from the convex subset 
B of S: say b = inf { (2, h) 1 z EB} >rx- (a, h). Take E</&-c( and choose 
g as in (b). Then ZE B implies (=-u,g) = (z-u, h) + (z-a,g-h) > 
b - CI -E > 0 so g separates u from B. 
(a) * (b) Let h E H, a E S, and c > 0 be given. If the restriction of h to 
S assumes a maximum at a, take g = 0. Otherwise set (x = (a, h ) and assume 
E is sufficiently small that @ + 2s E h(S). Set B = (2 E S/ (z, h) 3 cx + E}. Since 
h separates a from B by definition, there is g E G which also separates them: 
multiplying g by scalar if necessary, we can assume there is a real number 
/Isuch that ZEBimplies (Z,g)>fi+E while (a,g)=fl. Let E= (((=,/I), 
(=,g))EIW*/;ES). The point (a+s,/j+~) does not lie in E, so there is a 
supporting line 1 to E thru this point 16, p. 1001. Necessarily E lies above 
I, so the slope m of 1 must be at least (b+t:-fl)/(~+e-2) = 1. We have 
theinequalityy>(B+s)+m[x-(@++)I forall (.u,~)EEor.u-cc~(I/m) 
(J - 8) + ((m - l/m) c. Substituting for (x, J) and noting that (m - I )/m < I, 
we obtain (z-u,/r)<(:-u,(l/m)g)+t: holds for all ZES. Replacing 
(l/m)g by g gives the desired result. 1 
EXAMPLE 3.4. If S, in Proposition 3.3, is a cone with vertex at the 
origin then the condition, in that proposition, means h -g < 0 on S and 
-e<(a,h-g)60. 
Proof: Suppose the condition holds and S is a cone. Taking x=0, we 
obtain ( --a, h -g) < c, i.e., -s<(u,h-g). Also n.xES for all x~S 
and nE N. Therfore, (nx- u, h-g) CC for .YE S and n E N, i.e., 
(x, h-g)<E/n+ l/n<a, h-g). Let n+ +x8 to conclude h-g<0 on S 
and --e< (u,h-g)<O. For the converse, note that h-g<0 on S 
and -~<(a,h-g) togetherimplythat (z-a,h-g)<eforall,-ES. 1 
As expected, Proposition 3.3 reduces to Proposition 2.5(b) for linear S. 
EXAMPLE 3.5. If S, in Proposition 3.3, is a linear manifold, then the 
condition in that proposition reduces to S’ + G = S’ + H. 
Proqf: Since -SGS, h-g<0 in S means h-g=0 on S. 1 
We can also use Proposition 3.3 to generalize Examples 2.1 2.3. 
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EXAMPLE 3.6. Suppose G c H G L*, and S is convex subset of L. Then 
(1) G-H in L iff G= H. 
(2) If S has interior and G b H in S, then G is dense in H. 
(3 ) If S is bounded and G is dense in H, then G - H in S. 
In particular G Y H in the unit ball of L iff G is dense in H. 
ProoJ (1) Apply Example 3.5, noting that L’ = {O ). 
(2) Translating and dilating S if necessary, we may assume S con- 
tains the unit ball D of L. Let h E H and c > 0 be given. Applying Proposi- 
tion 3.3 with N = 0, we find g E G such that (.u, h -g) < c for all .Y E D. This 
means I/ 17 -g 11 < E. 
(3) Assuming S is contained in the ball of radius M about the origin. 
1 (X ~ a, /I -K) / < 2M I/ h -R // can be made arbitrarily small. 1 
EXAMPLE 3.7. Suppose L = R”, G z H g L*, and S is the positive 
orthant R’l, 
(1) G-HinSiffgivenhEHandI:>O,thereisag~Gsuchthat 
g>,h on Sand /I g-hl( cc. 
(2) In general, density of G in H does not guarantee that G b H 
in S. 
(3) If G is dense in L*, then G-L* in S. 
Proqf: WC identify (IF!“)* with R” in the usual way. 
(1) (a) Apply 3.4 with a = (1, 1, . . . . 1). Since all the coordinates 
of g-h are non-negative, the inequality 0 < (a, K - h) < e forces 
11 g - h I/ < tz&. 
(e) Since the coordinates of g - h are non-negative, we have 
(1-a,lz-g)d(~~1,h--g)<t: (/4 for all -ES, so the condition of 
Proposition 3.3 is fulfilled. 
(2) Take n = 2. Let G be the union of all lines of negative slope in R’ 
and take H to be the union of G with the x-axis. G is clearly dense in H. 
By (I), if G w H in S, there would be a point (s, .I,) E G with (x, 1,) 3 (1, 0) 
on S, but this is not the case. 
(3) Let 17 E L* and E > 0 be given. Set t,, = ( 1, 1, . . . . 1). By density, 
there is a go G with I/ g- (h + &fO)ll <E. This implies each coordinate of 
g-h is non-negative whence g > h on S. Since we also have 
11 g - 17 /I < (n + 1) c, the proof is completed by appealing to Part (1). 1 
Example 3.7 will be genralized further at the end of Section 5. 
The following example will be used in the proof of Corollary 1.2. 
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EXAMPLE 3.8. Let S = ( (x, J’, 2, I)ER4/~~,y,320}. Suppose Gc(R4)* 
is closed under scalar multiplication and D = projection 71 of G into (R’)*. 
Then, G w ( R4)* in S iff D is dense in ( R3)*. 
Proof: In view of Example 3.7(3), it suffices to show that G z (R4)* in 
S iff D - (IX’)* in iw:. 
(3) Suppose he(R3)* separtes QEIW: from Csiw:. Then 
(k 0) E (R4)* separates (u, 1) E S from C = { (L’, 1 )I c E C} c S. Therefore, 
there exists g E G which separates (0, 1) from C. Then d = rr( g) separates a 
from C. 
(+) Suppose h E (R4)* separates UE S from C’s S. Then x(h) E (R’)* 
separates ~(a) E rWt from z(C) G iw:. Therefore, there exists de D which 
separates z(a) from R(C). Choose I/E rt l(d). 1 
4. EMBEDDING CONVEX SETS IN CONES 
Given a Banach space L, let i = LO R, equipped with the norm 
11(x, 1.)/l = max( 11 x/I, I j” I). The dual space (L)* is then isomorphic to 
L* 0 R* with II($, A)II = II 9 /I + I j. I. 
For a convex (proper) subset S of L, we define s= { (A.u, A)1 3.3 0, 
s~S}u{(~,O)~~~Lwithx+S~_S).Clearly~isaconeandtaking~.=l, 
we see that it contains a copy of S. Those points x E L for which x + S c S 
are called directions of recession of S. They are used in the definition of 3 
in order to make it closed when S is. If, for example, S = [0, ccj) s R, then 
9 becomes the closed first quadrant; points on the x-axis correspond to the 
recession of S. 
Finally for G g L*, we take G = {(g, i)l i. E R, g E G }. The main results of 
this section, Proposition 4.2 and Corollary 4.6, show that the separation 
properties of G are faithfully reflected in G. 
LEMMA 4.1. Let Y. E R, t E L*. If’ sup,,.y (x, t> 6 % then 
supit.< (a, (t, -a)) =O. OtherCse supiE.$ (.<, (t, -x)) = a. 
Proof Since 3 is closed under multiplication by R+, the only possible 
values for SUP~~.~ (-f, (t, -r)) are 0 and + cc. If (x0, t ) > r for some 
X~E S, then ((x,, l), (t, -x)) is strictly positive, so SUP~~.~ (.f, (t, -E)) is 
infinite. 
Suppose conversely that (x, t) d c( for all .Y E S. We need to show 
(-2, (t, -a))<0 for all -~-ES. This is clear if .?=(&A) with i.ER+, so 
suppose .f = (I%, 0) with y + SE S. Fixing x0 E S, we have (x, + n-y, t) d x 
for all positive integers n. so (~1, t ) < 0 whence (.?, (t, -x)) < 0. 1 
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PROPOSITION 4.2. The follotving are equivalent ,for G E Hg L*: 
( 1) G y H in S. 
 ^  ^  ^
(2) G-Hin S. 
Proof: (1)=>(2).Let ring, i=(t,z)~fi, and a>0 be given. 
Case 1. ri=(i.a,i.) for aES and I.>O. Find LEG with (x-a, t-g) 
<c/(i+ 1) for ah YES. Set g=(g, (+T), where ~(=sup,~,~ (x, t-g). 
By Lemma 4.1, supit.? (.f, i-g) =0 whence supils (~-6, i-g) = 
j”(u- (a, t-g))<c. 
Case 2. ci=(a.O), where a+ScS. Fix x,ES. Find LEG with 
(x-(afQ),t-g)<E for all XES. Set g=(g,cc+t), where 
x=su~,~,~(.u, t-g). By Lemma4.1, sup?,p (.t,i-g)=O whence 
s”p\~.~(.~-Lj,i-~)=(-a,t-g)=(.~“-(a+,~,),t-g)<E. 
(2)*(l). Let aES, tEH, and a>0 be given. Set (i=(a, 1) and 
i=(t,O). Find g=(g,;‘)~G with (.<-4, i-g)<r-: for all .t~s. Since 
(x, l)~Sfor all YES, this gives (x-a, t--g)<& for all .~ES. 1 
PROPOSITION 4.3. In order.for 6 to separate (h, p) jkom 3 it is necessar? 
and s!fficient that: 
(1) /J<O or 
(2) /j > 0 and G separates (l/p) b from S or 
(3) fi = 0 and there exists x,, E S such that G separates x0 + h from S. 
Proof: Necessity. ( 1) Suppose G separates (6, fl) from ,$ and [I 3 0. Choose 
g=(g,cc),gEGsuch that ((h,~),g)>sup{((3..~,R), (g,r))lxES,E,>O). 
Since the supremum in question is finite, we have (b, g) + L$ > 0 3 
suPYEs ((-%K)SX). 
(2) For fi>O, we have ((l//I)h,g)+cr>O>sup((x,g)+a) so g 
separates (l/p) h from S. 
(3) For~=O,wehave(h,g)>O3sup((x,g)+a).Since(h,g)>O, 
we can find S”E S such that sup (x, g) - (b, g) < (x0, g). This means 
sup (x, g ) < (x0 + h, g ) so g separates x0 + h from S. 
SuJficiency. ( 1) (0, 1) E G does the separation. 
(2) Suppose sup(x, g) < ((l/p) h, g). Set r =sup(x, g) and take 
g=(g, -a). By Lemma 4.1, s~p~,,~(,~,g)=O. But ((h,fi),g)= 
(b, g) - cQ’ > 0. So, g does the separation. 
(3) Suppose sup(x, g) < (x0 + h, g) for some x0 E S. In particular 
(.xO,g)<(xO+h,g) implies (h,g)>O. Set r=sup(x,g) and take 
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S= (g, -M). By Lemma 4.1, s~p,,.~(.?,jj)=O. But ((h,O),g)= 
(h, g) > 0, so g does the separation. 1 
COROLLARY 4.4. Suppose G is linear. Then S is G-closed lfy s is 
&l#.Wd. 
ProoJ G separates each h E L\S from S iff 6 separates each h  ^E i ,s 
from S. 1 
COROLLARY 4.5. S is norm-closed $f 3 is norm-closed. 
Proof: Take G = L* in the preceding corollary. 1 
COROLLARY 4.6. The ,jollowing are equivalent for G c H c L*: 
(1) G + H outside S. 
 ^  ^  ^
(2) G w H outside S. 
Proqf: (1) * (2) Assume (1) and that fi separates h^= (h, /j’) from 3. 
Case 1. fl< 0. Since (0, 1) E e, we see that 6 separates t$ from 3. 
Case 2. If B > 0, then H separates (l/o) h from S, so G separates 
(l/b) h from S, so G separates (h, 8) from S. 
Case 3. For b = 0, use Proposition 4.3(3). 
(2) * (1) Assume (2) and that H separates h from S. Then /? 
separates (b, 1) from j whence (? separates (h, 1) from 3, so G separates h 
from S. 1 
In 4.8, we prove a generalization of Theorem 1.1 for S with non-empty 
interior. 
PROPOSITION 4.7. Let S he u convex cone in L and suppose G E H s L*. 
If G N H in S, then G and H are equally t$fective at separating points in 
(S- S)\S from S. 
Proof. Suppose h E H separates y E S - S from S. Write J = x, - x2 with 
x, , x2 E S. Choose E > 0 such that ( .Y -I‘, h) 3 2~: for all .Y E S, i.e., 
((x+.rz)-.K,,h)~2c for all I E S. (*I 
Since S is a cone, x + x2 E S for all x E S. By hypothesis and Proposition 3.3 
there is a g E G such that (x - x, , h -g) < E for all .K E S, which implies 
(x+x--x,,g-h)> --i: for all .Y E S. (**I 
Add (* ) and (** ) to obtain (.u + x2 - x,, g> > c, i.e., (x-y, g) > i: for all 
x, .VG s. 1 
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COROLLARY 4.8. Let S be a convex subset of L tcith non-empty interior. 
[f G - H in S, then G - H outside S. 
Proqf Since the cone S also has non-empty interior, S- S = i. By 
hypothesis and Proposition 4.2, G - F? in S. By Proposition 4.7, G - 6 
outside S. Hence, by Corollary 4.6, G - H outside S. 1 
We conclude this section by focusing attention on the remaining obstacle 
to the proof of Theorem 1 .l. So assume G - G, in a cone S. If we knew 
that G - G x in the linear space S - S, the proof could be completed by 
appealing to Proposition 2.6 But Examples 3.6 and 3.7 tell us that this is 
not always the case. (When G is a proper dense subset of (IX’)* and S is 
the first quadrant (R’), , then G - G ~ in S, but not in the whole plane 
S - S.) On the other hand, Proposition 4.7 tells us that G at least separates 
each point of S- S from S. We therefore need to concentrate on using G, 
to separate points outside of S S from S. 
5. THE MAIN RESULT 
In this section, we prove Theorem 1.1. The effect of Section 4 is to reduce 
the proof to the case of cones; we first present that part of the proof which 
is independent of finite-dimensionality. Thus let S be a cone in L and write 
S#= {tEL*ltdO on S>. As usual Sl denotes {tEL*lt=O on S}. 
PROPOSITION 5.1. If G - G, in S, then G, c G + S” 
Proof: Let h E G, be given. Apply Proposition 3.3 with a = 0 and any 
E to obtaingEG with hbg on S. Then h=g+(h-g)EG+S#. 1 
Note that the full force of Proposition 3.3 was not used here; Exam- 
ple 8.5 shows that the converse of Proposition 5.1 fails; several partial 
converses will be proved in Section 7. 
PROPOSITION 5.2. Suppose G, c G+ S’ and G, ,fails to separate h 
from S. Dclfne b+:G,+R by q3 (h)=supRChonS(b,g) and d+(h)= 
inf,.h..s (~~g)~ respectively. Then C$ d 4 + Furthermore, if & = 4 + , 
then G, ,fails to separate b from S as HIeli. 
Proof: For g,,g,EG with g,<hdg, on S, we have g,-g2d0 on S. 
Since G, does not separate b from S, we must have (6, g, - g2) < 0, i.e., 
(b, g,) < (b, gz). Holding g, fixed and taking the sup over g, <h gives 
q!-(h)< (b,g,); taking the inf over g,>h gives &(h)<4+(h) for each 
hEG,. 
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Suppose next that 4 = 4 + and drop the i subscripts. Let g,, g,, g3 E G 
with g, <g, + g, on S. Then g, - gz - gj < 0 on S and since G, does not 
separate b from S, we have (h, g, ) < (/I, g:) + (h, g3). To see that this 
monotonicity property extends to 4 as well, suppose h, , hz, h, E G, with 
h,dhz+h, on S. Then for g,</z,, gz>h2,g3ah3, we have 
(h, g, ) < (h, gz) + (h, g3). Taking the supremum over g1 and the infima 
over g2, g,, we obtain &h,) <&h,)+&h,) as desired. Replacing h, by 
-h,, we also conclude that h, 3 !I> + h, on S implies &h,) 3 &h2) + #(h,). 
Putting these together, we see that 4 is linear on G,. 
For g E G, we have d(g) = (h, g) by definition. The linearity of 4 thus 
implies d(h) = (h, h) for all h E G, In particular, he G, n S# implies 
(h, h ) < 0 whence G ~ cannot separate h from S. 1 
By the dimension of a convex set S, we mean the dimension of its affine 
hull; if S is a cone, this is the dimension of the linear span [S] of S. The 
following lemmas exploit two aspects of the finite dimensional situation: 
existence of exposed points and relative interior, respectively. 
LEMMA 5.3. Let S he u ,finite-dimensional cone in L and suppose G is a 
subset of L*. Then there exists g, E G x such that t >g,, ,for ~11 
tEBallS#nG,,. 
Proqf: Set A equal to the closure of S + G, and take M= A n ( -A). 
Then A/M is a finite-dimensional cone in L/M having 0 + A4 as its unique 
extreme point. By Straszewitz’s Theorem [6, p. 1671, 0 + A4 must be an 
exposed point of A/M, i.e., there is a to E (L,/M)* which is strictly negative 
on A/M except of course at 0 + M. Using compactness of the unit sphere 
in A/M, and multiplying t, by a non-zero scalar if necessary, we can 
achieve (X + M, to) < - 1 whenever .Y + ME A/M has norm one. Recalling 
that the dual of L/M “is” Ml, we have (x, to) d - 11 x + A4 11 for all 
XE A. On the other hand t E Ball S” n G, implies t E M’ so (x, t) = 
(X + A4, t) 3 - 11 .Y + A4 11 whenever .Y E S. Summarizing our results so far, 
we have t, E AI1 and t 3 t, for all t E Ball S# n G I . 
It remains to replace t, by god G,, We already know 
t, E M’ c (G,)l = q. Moreover, the finite-dimensionality of S implies 
Sl + G, is closed and hence contains t,. Choose g, E G, with t,, - g, E S1 
to complete the proof. i 
LEMMA 5.4. The following are equivulent for a ,finite dimensionul cone S: 
(1) G-G, in S. 
(2) G,X G G+ Ball S# + Sl. 
(3) For ever). I: > 0, G , z G + i: Ball S# + S’ 
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Prooj: (2)0(3) Note that G,, G, and S’ are all closed under scalar 
multiplication. 
(3)=(l) Given IzEG,., aES, and .s>O, we can thus find LEG and 
.fE s1 with h -f’-gE E/( 11 a // + 1) Ball S’. Then (.Y, h -g) 6 0 for all 
XES, while I(a,h-g)I = I(a, /r-g-f)1 < /IcI~I Ii/z--f‘-ggl cc. 
( 1) + (2) Choose a maximal linearly independent subset (.Y, , . . . . s,, ) 
of S and set N = C:‘=, x,,. Then a lies in the relative interior of S in the sense 
that there is a 6 > 0 such that Ball, (a) n [S] is completely contained in S. 
(Actually [6, p. 461 the relative interior of S is dense in S.) Given h E G , , 
choose gEG with SUP,,.~ (X ~ a, h -g) < 6. Allowing .Y to range over 
Ball,(a), we see that the linear functional induced by /l-g on [S] has 
norm less than one. Apply the Hahn-Banach Theorem to obtain an 
extension tcL* of (h-g)/,,, with lItI/ d 1. Thus h=g+t+ 
(lr-g-t)EG+BallS#+S’. 1 
PROPOSITION 5.5. Let S he a ,finite dimensional cone in L. [f G - G , in 
S, then G, h G,, outside S. 
Proof: Suppose G, fails to separate h E L from S and let h E G, and 
E > 0 be given. We set up the hypothesis of Proposition 5.2. That 
G *, g G + S’ follows from Proposition 5.1. It remains to show that 
inf, 3 /I on .s (h,g) =SUPp;<honS (b, g). Apply Lemma 5.4 to both h and ~ h 
to obtain g,g*EG and f,,fiES’ with g,<h<g? on S while 
/I h -.f, +g, /I <s/2, i= 1, 2. Applying Lemma 5.3 to g, -g,, we see that 
0 3 g, -g, 3 Egg on S. Since g, - gz - Egg cannot separate h from S, we 
have (h,g,)< (h,g2)6 (h,g,)-c(h,g,). Since t,,,g,do not depend on 
E, we learn that sup4<,, On s (h, g) = inf,.,, on ,s (h, g ). Thus all the 
hypotheses of Proposition 5.2 have been set up and we conclude that G , 
fails to separate h from S. i 
Procf of Theorem 1.1. Suppose first that the linear span of S is finite- 
dimensional. Construct S, d as in Section 4. By Proposition 4.2, 
G - (G,X ) A = (G), in S. By Proposition 5.5, G, - G, outside S. Applying 
Corollary 4.6, we see that G, - G, outside S. 
Suppose next that G, is finite-dimensional and G - G, in S. Set 
N = {XE L : (x, t) = 0 for all t E G}. Then the quotient space L/N is is 
tinite-dimensional and G ~ is its dual. Moreover, the quotient map 7-t 
preserves separation in the strong sense that h E G, separates the point a 
from the convex set C iff h separates a from C+ N iff h separates x(a) from 
X(C). Thus the hypothesis G-G, in S implies that G - G, in n(S). 
Applying the first paragraph of the proof, we conclude that G, - G , 
outside z(S) whence G, - G, outside S as well. 1 
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One might have hoped to circumvent most of this section by introducing 
the analogous projection g of the dual space I!,* onto L*/S,. Granted, it 
is easy to see that G and a(G) share the same separation properties in the 
linear span of S, but a(G) carries no information concerning the key 
question raised at the end of Section 4 : How effective is G, at separating 
points outside of S- S from S? 
We conclude this section with the generalization of Example 3.7 
promised earlier. 
PROPOSITION 5.6. Suppose S is a proper @ire-dimensional cone \r,ith 
non-empty interior Mlhile G z H c L*. 
(1) G-HinS$fgivenhEHandc:>O, thereisugEG.such that 
g>h on Sand I/ g-h11 <E. 
(2) In general, densit?! ?f‘G in H does not guarantee that G - H in S. 
(3) If G is dense in L*, then G - L* in S. 
Prooj: (1) Apply Lemma 5.4, noting that its proof is unaffected when 
G, is replaced by H, while the non-empty interior of S means that 
s1 = {O}. 
(2) See Example 2.3. 
(3) To say that S is proper means that the closure of S contains no 
lines. This makes M = (0) in the proof of Lemma 5.3, whence the t, of that 
proof satisfies (.Y, r,) d ~ 11 x /I for all x E S. Given h E L* and F > 0, use the 
density of G to find g E G with I/ h -g - &to /I < t:. This forces g 3 h on S and 
11 g - h jl < c (1 + 11 t,, I/ ), whence the condition of Part (1) is fulfilled. 1 
6. INTERSECTING PLANES 
In this section, we prove Corollary 1.2 and show that it is sharp. We 
associate each plane with the collection of equations of the form 
ax + by + cz + d = 0 satisfied by it. By identifying such an equation with the 
functional on R4 implemented by taking inner products with (a, h, c, d), we 
thus associate each family 9 of planes with a subset G of (R”)* which is 
closed under scalar multiplication. Note that the vector (x,, yO, zO) lies on 
each member of 9 iff (x,, y,, zO, 1) I G. 
EXAMPLE 6.1. Let 9 be the four planes corresponding to (1, 0, 0, - 1 ), 
(0, l,O, -l), (0, 0, 1, -l), and (1, 1, 1, -4). Any three members of Y 
intersect in the first octant, but 3 is not concurrent. This shows “density” 
cannot be omitted in Corollary 1.2. 
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EXAMPLE 6.2. For each rational a, h, c, 
,r” 
ur 
this with all scalar multiples of (1, 8, 
(a, h, c, 0) E G. Augment 
3, 1). Clearly, a dense set of 
normal vectors is represented and the planes corresponding to (I, 0, 0, 0). 
(0, 1, 0, 01, (0, 0, 1, ox 
hand, since 1, fi, J” 
and (1, fi, / 3, 1) do not intersect. On the other 
are independent over the rationals, each three-mem- 
ber subfamily of <?? is concurrent. This shows the “first octant” hypothesis 
cannot be omitted from Corollary 1.2. 
PROPOSITION 6.3. Set S+ = ( (x, I’, z, 1) E R4 1 x, y, -I > 0). Then the 
,fhllo~~ing ure equivalent ,for a ,fumily 9 ef planes: 
(a) the members of 9 puss thru a common point in (Rx) + . 
(b ) the linear spun, G r , of G ,fuils to .repurute (0, 0, 0, 0) .from St. 
ProqJ (a)*(b) If the common solution is (x,,, yo, -lo) then 
(-ych !‘O? -0, I ) E St is orthogonal to G and hence to G ,- In particular G , 
does not separate (.Y~, J’~, zO, 1) from (0, 0, 0,O). 
(b) => (a) Suppose that (a) fails and choose a maximal linearly inde- 
pendent set g,, . . . . g, in G. Define the linear transformation T: R4 -+ R” by 
TX = ( (x, g, ), . . . . (x, g,, ) ). Now S ’ is polyhedral (finite intersection of 
closed half-spaces) in R4. By [6, p. 174, Theorem 19.31 the image T( S + ) 
must also be polyhedral. In particular, T(S+ ) is closed, while 0 4 T(S+ ) by 
hypothesis. Choose (iI, . . . . i,,) E R” which separates 0 from T(S’ ). Then 
x::‘=, &g, separates 0 from S+. 1 
Proqf qf Corollury 1.2. Let G be the associated subset of (R4)* and 
write D for the projection of G on (IX’)*, i.e., (a, h, c) E D iff (u, h, L’, d) E G 
for some rl. Since D is dense in (R3)* by hypothesis, we have that 
G - ( R4)* in S+ by Example 3.8. In particular, G - G, in S’ so G, - G , 
outside Si by Theorem 1.1. 
By hypothesis, any 3-member subset of 9 intersects in the first octant. 
Applying Proposition 6.3 to the various 3-member subsets of (9 we thus 
conclude that G, does not separate (O,O, 0,O) from SC. This means G, 
cannot separate (0, 0, 0,O) from S+ either. Applying Proposition 6.3 (to all 
of Y this time), we conclude that Y is concurrent. 1 
We remark that (R’) + can be replaced by any polyhedral set in Proposi- 
tion 6.3. Taking R’ itself leads to two variations of Corollary 1.2. 
PROPOSITION 6.4. Let S = {(x, ); Z, 1) E R4 1 X, y, z E R j. Then the .follocr,- 
ing urf equivalent for a family 9 qfplunes: 
(a) FS is concurrent. 
(b) G, fuils to separate (0, 0, 0, 0) ,from S. 
Proqt Keplace S+ by S in the proof of Proposition 6.3. 1 
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COROLLARY 6.5. Lf each 4member subset of a ,fumily $2 of plunes is 
concurrent, then all of’<!? is concurrent. 
Proof: By hypothesis and Proposition 6.4, G, does not separate 
(0, 0, 0, 0) from S. Since G, = G, , a second application of Proposition 6.4 
shows that ‘9 is concurrent, 1 
COROLLARY 6.6. Let 59 be a ,fumily of plunes in R3, euch triple oj kchich 
intersect. Lf every vector in (R’)* is normal to some member of’ 9, then 9 
is concurrent. 
Proof Follow the proof of Corollary 1.2, replacing S+ by S and noting 
that G - (R4)* in S since D = (R’)* by hypothesis. (Mere density of D in 
(R’)* does not guarantee this.) 1 
COROLLARY 6.7. Let 9 he u ,jhmily elf‘ ujji’ne hyperplunes in R” whose 
normal vectors .form u dense subset qf R” and suppose C is a proper closed 
cone in IX”. If each 3-member subset of 9 has u point of intersection in C, 
then all of 9 is concurrent. 
Proof: Follow the proof of Corollary 1.2; the use of 3-member subsets 
of G has nothing to do with the dimension of the ambient space. 1 
We close this section by noting that consistency of 2-member subsets of 
97 is not even sufftcient in KY’. 
EXAMPLE 6.8. For each m 30, let I,, be the line in R’ with slope m 
which passes thru the point (1, 1). For m < 0 let I, have slope m and pass 
thru (3, 1). Take 1~ to be the vertical line x = 2. By construction, every vec- 
tor in R2 is orthogonal to some member of this family 9 of lines, and it is 
easy to check that any pair of lines in 9 intersect in the first quadrant. But 
the lines I,, I,, I,, are not concurrent. The corresponding Gz (5X’)* 
satisfies G-G, in St = {(s,~, I)ER~/.u,~~~O)~ but G, + G, outside St. 
7. COMPLEMENTARY RESULTS 
Let G be an analytic subset of L*, T the (norm) closed linear span of G, 
and S a cone in L. In this section we study when G - T in S and when 
G - T outside S. 
PROPOSITION 7.1. Zj' TG GS S”, then Ball Tg K Ball G2 + K Ball S# 
,for some constant K > 0. 
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Proqf: By hypothesis, for each t E T there exists g, E G such that 
(s, t) < (~,g,) for all XES. 
Let E,, denote the set of t E T such that 
(1) lItI G 1. 
and there exist g, and .f; E G satisfying 
(2) II g,I/ d4 lI.frll d% 
(3) (.u, t)< (.Y,g,) for all xeS and 
(4) (s, -t) 6 (x,,f;) for all IE S. 
Then each E, is analytic and U:=, E,, = Ball T, so there exists N such 
that E, is of second category in T. By Pettis’ Theorem [ 1, Sect. lo], 
E,,, - E,v is a neighborhood of the origin in T. Thus there exists C> 0 
such that the unit ball of T is contained in C t [E,v - E,v]. Therefore. 
given f E T with 11 t 11 6 1, we can choose t, , t, E E,v with t = C(t, - t?). 
Set g = C(g,, +.f ,,), where g,, and ,j’ ,, came from the definition of E,\. 
Then t<g on S and I/t-gll <2CN-whence /lg/l 62CN+ 1 by the 
triangle inequality. Thus we obtain the decomposition t =g + (t-g) E 
KBallG1+KBallS# for K=2CN+ I. 1 
PROPOSITION 7.2. G - T in S always implies T c G + S#. The converse 
implication holds if S or G is linear. 
Proof: (3) Replace G, by T in the proof of Proposition 5.1. 
(c=) If S is linear, .S# = S1 and the conclusion follows from Proposi- 
tion 2.5(b). If G is linear, by hypothesis and Proposition 7.1 we have 
Ball TG G + K. Ball S#. Since G is linear, G is dense in T. Thus, given t E 7 
there exists g, E G such that /I t -g, Ij < c. Then t -g, E G + Ks(Bal1 S# ), 
i.e., there exists g, E G with t-g, -gz E K. (Ball S” ). Therefore, 
(.u,t-g,-g,)<O for all -YES, and for UES, l(a, r-g,-gz)l< 
11 a11 . 11 t -g, - gz I/ < EK I/ a /I. Since e is arbitrary, Proposition 3.3 gives the 
conclusion. 1 
Remark 7.3. For linear G, we now have several different characteriza- 
tions of when G - T in S: 
(1 ) agreement of the relative G- and T- topologies on S (2.9) 
(2) the algebraic characterization of Proposition 3.3 
(3) the algebraic characterization T E G + S# of Proposition 7.2 
(4) the algebraic characterization of [7], namely for each tE T. the 
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existence ofgl,gzEG with I(.~,r)I,<I(,~,~,)l+l(~,g~)1 holding for all 
.Y E s. 
In [7], it is the equivalence of (1) and (4) which is established. Alter- 
natively, given (3) and l E T, find g,, gz E G with g, 6 t <g2 on S whence 
(4) follows; the converse implication can be established by considering a 
supporting plane to the cone { ((x, g, ), (x, g7), (v, t))j x E S)- c R3. All 
known proofs of (3) and (4) depend on the analyticity of G. 
PROPOSITION 7.4. If’ G is dense in T md G - T in S, then G, - T out- 
side S. 
Praqf: Suppose T separates h from S. Then there is a t E T with t > 0 on 
S and (h, t ) = - 1. On the other hand, Ts G + E Ball T by density, 
so TZ G3 + &Ball S# by Propositions 7.2 and 7.1. Writing f =g + h 
according to this decomposition, we have g 2 0 on S while (h, g) < 
- 1 + EK I/h 11. Choosing c small enough thus makes gE G, separate h 
from S. 1 
PROPOSITION 7.5. Jf G or S is linear and G - T in S, then G, - T ouf- 
side S. 
Prooj: The hypothesis G - T in S implies both G-G x in S and 
G, - T in S. Since G, is linear and dense in T, we learn G, - T outside 
S from Proposition 7.4. On the other hand G, - G, outside S---by 
Proposition 2.6 if S is linear, and trivially when G is linear since then 
G,=G=G.. Thus G,- T outside S by transitivity. 1 
We close this section by restating Proposition 7.5 in the language of 
earlier papers. 
COROLLARY 7.6. 171. Jf G is linear and the relative G and T topologies 
agree on S, then the G and T closures qf S coincide. 
Proof: See Proposition 2.9. 
COROLLARY 7.7 [S, 3, 41. Every ultraweakly closed, elementary suhspacr 
S of Hilhert space operators is 3-reflexive. 
Prooj: Take G as in the discussion at the end of Section 2. That S is 
elementary means G - T in S, whence G, - T by Proposition 7.5. By 
ultraweak closure, T separates each point of L(H)\S from S, whence so 
does G,. This is what 3-reflexivity means. 1 
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8. COUNTEREXAMPLES 
We have “G - G, in S implies G, - G, outside S” when S is linear 
(Proposition 2.6) or finite-dimensional (Theorem 1.1); “G - T in S implies 
G3- T outside S’ when G is analytic with G dense or S linear (Proposi- 
tions 7.4, 7.5). Example 8.3 shows that G, cannot be replaced by G2 in any 
of these results. 
LEMMA 8.1. There is u,function Ic/: Q + Q i4hich maps each open interval 
of rutionuls onto Q. 
Prooj: Let { qn } ,:= , b e an enumeration of Q, and { prr ] ,:= , an enumera- 
tion of the prime natural numbers. Each rational number (including zero) 
has a unique expression of the form a/h, where u, h are integers, h > 0 and 
g.c.d.(u, h) = 1. 
if h is a power of p,! 
if h = 1 or has two distinct prime factors. 
The proof is complete since for each n, the set of rationals whose 
denominators are powers of p,, is dense in Q. 1 
COROLLARY 8.2. There is u Bore1 measurable, homogeneous .function 
~+4 : R2 + R uhose graph is dense in R’. 
Proof: Let 
if .Y = 0 or J./.u is irrational 
if x # 0 and J,/.x E Q. 
Clearly &j-x, A))) = A/(x, ~1) for each 3. E R. Bore1 measurability follows 
from this homogeneity since d takes on only countably many values in the 
unit circle. 
To see that the graph of 4 is dense in R’, suppose (a, h, c) E [w’ with a # 0 
and E > 0 are given. Choose q,, E Q with /q,, ~ c/u 1 < c/( 1 u 1 + 1) and find a 
p,,-adic rational r with 1 h/u - r 1 < E/( / a I + 1). Then #(u, ru) = u$(r) = uqll. 
Now each coordinate of (u, ru, #(a, ru)) is within E of the corresponding 
coordinate of (a, h, c). 1 
EXAMPLE 8.3. Take L = R3, S = the S-J plane, and G = the graph of 4. 
Then G is analytic and dense in (R3)* while S is linear and finite-dimen- 
sional. Moreover G - ( R3)* m S, but G, + (R3)* outside S. 
Proof: Density and analyticity of G come from Corollary 8.2. Since 
S’=span(O,O, l), we see that G+S1?(R3)* so G-(Ri)* in S. On the 
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other hand, by homogeneity of 4, we see that (0, 0, a) E GZ only when u = 0, 
so G2 does not separate (0, 0, 1) from S. 1 
Remark 8.4. This example also shows that G, cannot be replaced by G 
in Proposition 7.1. 
EXAMPLE 8.5. The inclusion TG S# + G does not always imply that 
G-Tin S. 
ProoJ Take S=(R’)+ and G=(R’)+ (in R’*). Then S#= {teal 
t 6 0 in S} = (R*) ~, so S”’ + G = (R’)*. On the other hand S has interior 
while G is not dense in (IX’)* so G 7L (IL!‘)* in S. 1 
EXAMPLE 8.6. G - H in S does not always imply G, - H outside S 
whenever H is linear and contains G. 
Proof: Take S= {0), G = { 0}, H = L*. This is why we restricted our 
study of G - H to H = G I or its closure. 
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